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CRBAR: Cooperative Relay-Based
Auto Rate MAC for Multirate Wireless Networks
Tao Guo and Rolando Carrasco
Abstract—Cooperative communication is becoming a promis-
ing technology for wireless networks by exploiting two key
characteristics of the wireless medium: broadcast nature and
spatial diversity. To integrate cooperation into practical systems,
efÞcient protocols are needed across the entire protocol stack.
This paper presents a novel cooperative relay-based auto rate
medium access control (MAC) protocol (CRBAR) for multirate
wireless networks, in which low-rate stations can be adaptively
assisted by high-rate stations. Different from state-of-the-art
table-based proactive relay selection schemes, a reactive relay
selection scheme is developed to adapt to dynamical channel
variation and network topology in which the relay candidates
adaptively select themselves as the relay nodes and determine the
relay scheme and transmission rates based on the instantaneous
channel measurements. In terms of relay schemes, cooperative
relaying can be employed whenever possible in addition to simple
relaying. The receiver can improve its capability to decode the
original frame by combining the information from both the
sender and the relay. We have developed analytical models of
different schemes for a simple scenario and carried out further
simulations under a realistic fading channel and mobility model.
Both analysis and simulation show that CRBAR signiÞcantly
outperforms the table-based proactive relay selection scheme and
direct rate adaptation scheme.
Index Terms—Cooperative diversity, IEEE 802.11, medium
access control, rate adaptation.
I. INTRODUCTION
COOPERATIVE communication has emerged as a promis-ing technology for wireless networks [1] by utilizing
the broadcast nature and spatial diversity of the wireless
medium. Single antenna devices that are geographically close
can share their antennas in a cooperative manner to emulate a
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system and exploit the
spatial diversity beneÞts traditionally realized by an antenna
array hosted on a single device. This technology lessens
the hardware requirements of small mobile devices since
the antenna separation must be one-half of the wavelength
or more to receive uncorrelated signal envelopes. Intelligent
cooperation among nodes may bring about a win-win proÞt
and signiÞcantly improve network performance in terms of
capacity, coverage, delivery reliability and energy efÞciency.
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However, to integrate cooperation into practical systems, efÞ-
cient protocols are needed across the entire protocol stack.
In wireless systems, physical-layer multirate capability is
widely supported to adapt to different channel conditions.
For example, the IEEE 802.11b [2] provides four physical
layer rates: 1, 2, 5.5 and 11 Mbps using different modulation
schemes. When the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is sufÞciently
high such that the demand of transmission reliability is not a
problem, a dense modulation scheme is expected to maximize
throughput. When the SNR is low, a sparse modulation scheme
is expected to reduce the bit error rate (BER) and enhance the
transmission reliability. This physical-layer multirate capabil-
ity is traditionally exploited by direct rate adaptation schemes,
which can be divided into two categories: sender-based and
receiver-based. The auto rate fallback (ARF) protocol [3] is
sender-based in which senders use the history of previous
transmissions to determine the following transmission rate.
To estimate the channel more accurately, a receiver-based
auto rate (RBAR) protocol [4] is proposed in which receivers
measure the instantaneous channel conditions by sensing the
signal strengths of the control frames for each transmission
and set the transmission rates for senders. However, they are
not effective when the direct channel condition is poor since
only low data rates can be supported.
The Þrst relay scheme for the 802.11 point coordination
function (PCF) [5] has been proposed in [6] to enhance
the multirate capability of the 802.11 protocol by taking the
advantage of medium access control (MAC) layer relaying.
Two distributed MAC protocols, relay-enabled DCF (rDCF)
[7] and cooperative MAC (CoopMAC) [8] have been proposed
based on the 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF)
[5]. A slow node, instead of sending its packets at a low rate
to a receiver directly, uses a helper that is located between
the sender and the receiver and is able to transmit at a higher
rate in a two-hop manner. These schemes can signiÞcantly
improve system performance when the direct link quality
is poor. However, a relay is chosen in a proactive manner
based on a relay table at the sender in [7] and [8], which
may not adapt to dynamical channel condition and network
topology in a mobile environment. Furthermore, simple relay-
ing is employed in their schemes which do not exploit the
key characteristic of cooperative communication: the receiver
can improve its capability to decode the original packet by
combining the information from both the sender and the relay.
In this paper, we propose a novel cooperative relay-based
auto rate MAC protocol (CRBAR) with reactive relay selection
based on the 802.11 DCF. The relay candidates adaptively
select themselves as the relay nodes and determine the relay
scheme and transmission rates based on the instantaneous
1536-1276/09$25.00 c⃝ 2009 IEEE
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channel measurements. Frame combining is adaptively em-
ployed at a receiver to combine the copies of the same
signal from a sender and a relay such that a higher data
rate between the relay and the receiver may be possible due
to diversity gain. When an appropriate relay is absent, this
protocol just reduces to RBAR and thus has some backward
compatibility with the legacy 802.11. Though both MAC and
PHY need to be modiÞed to implement CRBAR in current
802.11 based wireless devices, the modiÞcations have been
made to be minimal as they are based on the standard 802.11
request-to-send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) operations and frame
formats. We compare the proposed CRBAR with the table-
based proactive relay selection scheme rDCF and the direct
rate adaptation scheme RBAR in various scenarios via both
analysis and simulation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related
work is described in Section II. In Section III, the proposed
CRBAR protocol with reactive relay selection is presented in
detail. The analytical models of RBAR, rDCF and CRBAR are
developed in Section IV. In Section V, we validate the analysis
and evaluate the performance of CRBAR under a realistic
channel and mobility model via simulations. Conclusions are
given in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Cooperative Communication in Wireless Networks
Recently, the great beneÞts of cooperative communica-
tion in the physical layer have been extensively realized
by researchers in information theory and communications
communities [1], [9], [10]. However, there is still a long
way ahead to bring the theoretical beneÞts into reality with
efÞcient protocols. In [11], Jakllari et al. proposed a multilayer
approach employing a virtual multiple-input single-output
(MISO) link and distributed space-time coding (DSTC) to
increase the transmission range of one hop in mobile ad hoc
networks. In [12], cooperative MAC (CMAC) and forward
error correction CMAC (FCMAC) were presented to improve
reliability over noisy wireless channels. One clear shortcoming
is that the source cannot tell frame loss due to collision from
frame loss due to fading channel, resulting in unnecessary
retransmissions. In [13], the authors proposed a differentiated
cooperative MAC protocol (DC-MAC) to enhance the QoS
support for reliable multimedia communications. A corrupted
frame will be retransmitted by a relay node based on its
priority. A channel-aware feedback mechanism is introduced
for loss distinguishing and channel estimation, such that coop-
erative retransmission will be employed only when necessary
and only by competent nodes. Instead of improving the
transmission range or link reliability, several MAC protocols
[6]–[8] have been proposed to use the multirate capability of
the 802.11 protocol to increase the data rate by employing
a fast relay between a sender and a receiver. A similar table-
based proactive relay selection scheme is developed in [7] and
[8], which will be described in the following section. In [14],
a distributed relay selection scheme is proposed based on the
instantaneous channel estimation and information theoretical
analysis is given without considering rate adaptation.
B. Table-Based Proactive Relay Selection
Both rDCF [7] and CoopMAC [8] adopt a similar table-
based proactive relay selection scheme. Each node maintains
a table of potential relays for each possible receiver address
that could provide faster transmissions via two high-rate hops.
When a sender 푆 wants to transmit a data frame to a receiver
퐷, it Þrst searches the relay table using the receiver address as
an index. If an appropriate relay 푅 is found, a control frame
is sent to this relay to request its help. If 푅 is able to respond
to this request (Its surrounding channel has not been reserved
by other ongoing transmissions and the channel condition is
indeed as expected by the sender), a response frame is sent to
the receiver. Then a response frame is sent from the receiver to
inform the sender that it is also ready to receive the following
data frame. After this triangular handshaking, a data frame is
sent from the sender to the relay and then from the relay to
the receiver. If it is successfully decoded by the receiver, an
acknowledgement (ACK) frame is directly sent back to the
sender. Otherwise, a retransmission is initiated at the sender.
The relay table construction methods in CoopMAC and rDCF
are somewhat different. CoopMAC is designed for wireless
local area networks (WLANs) and the relay table at 푆 is
created and updated by overhearing ongoing transmissions on
the air. When a data frame is transmitted from 푅 to 퐷, 푆
can estimate the achievable data rate 푟1 between itself and
푅 by sensing the signal strength of this frame. Also, 푆 can
extract the data rate 푟2 used for this transmission from the
physical layer convergence procedure (PLCP) header. The
relay R will be stored in the table if 1/푟1 + 1/푟2 > 1/푟푑푖푟,
where 푟푑푖푟 is the achievable direct data rate between 푆 and 퐷.
rDCF is designed for wireless ad hoc networks and the relay
table at 푆 is built and maintained by periodically accepting
a willing list advertised by a potential helper. Each node
listens to RTS/CTS handshaking for a given pair and adds
the identity of the sender and the receiver to its willing list if
it Þnds that its help can speed the transmission. Each node
periodically advertises its willing list to its neighbors and
the corresponding entry in the relay table is updated at a
node upon receiving this willing list. To reduce the broadcast
overhead, the advertisement period is normally set on the order
of seconds.
Clearly, the table-based proactive relay selection is not
effective on a time-varying fading channel as the channel
coherence interval is much less than table update period.
Furthermore, the network topology may dynamically vary due
to node mobility or power on/off. The records in the relay table
cannot reßect the real-time channel conditions and network
topology and thus an incompetent relay may be picked up.
In addition, since a relay can respond to a request only
if its surrounding channel has not been reserved by other
ongoing transmissions, proactive relay selection by the sender
may lead to a poor response probability at the relay as the
interference around a node is also time-varying. In terms of
hardware implementation, each node has to maintain a list of
potential relays for each possible receiver address demanding
a large buffer size, which may be infeasible in cost-constrained
scenarios such as wireless sensor networks. In the following,
we will compare our scheme with rDCF since it gives detailed
rate adaptation operations whereas CoopMAC focuses more
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on cooperation beneÞts. In rDCF [7], a relay RTS frame
(RRTS1) will be transmitted from a sender and the selected
relay will respond with another relay RTS (RRTS2). After
receiving both RRTS1 and RRTS2, the receiver will determine
if to use the relay by replying with a relay CTS (RCTS) or a
CTS frame.
III. CRBAR
In this section, we give details of the proposed CRBAR
protocol. The key function of CRBAR is to let the relay
candidates determine the transmission scheme and data rate
based on the instantaneous channel measurements, which is
totally different from current sender-based or receiver-based
direct rate adaptation schemes or table-based proactive relay
selection schemes.
A. Virtual SIMO Reception Model
To fully take advantage of cooperative diversity, a maximal
ratio combiner (MRC) [15] is used at a receiver to combine
the copies from both a sender and a relay thus emulating a
virtual single-input multiple-output (SIMO) transmission. In
RBAR, a rate 푟푚 will be chosen if the SNR 훾 at the receiver
is above a certain threshold 휃푚. With MRC, suppose that a
node receives two copies containing the same information with
the SNR 훾1 and 훾2 respectively. A rate 푟푚 will be chosen for
each copy if the following conditions are satisÞed:⎧⎨
⎩
10 log(훾1 + 훾2) ≥ 10 log 휃푚 −퐷푔푎푖푛,
10 log 훾1 ≥ 10 log 휃1,
10 log 훾2 ≥ 10 log 휃1.
(1)
퐷푔푎푖푛 is the diversity gain (dB). With the diversity gain, the
SNR requirement for a given BER is reduced. To make frame
combing possible, the receiver does not need to successfully
decode the payload from one copy but does need to sense
the transmission and acquire the timing. Hence, in addition
to the above data reception threshold 10 log 휃푚 − 퐷푔푎푖푛, a
control reception threshold is introduced which is denoted by
10 log 휃1, i.e. the threshold to support the basic rate. Syn-
chronization errors at the receiver may degrade the beneÞts of
frame combining. In the proposed protocol, a MAC subheader
transmitting at the basic rate is used to inform the receiver that
the received frame is one copy for combining. The receiver can
know the beginning of the frame body after decoding the MAC
subheader. Since we focus on the MAC layer design in this
paper, perfect synchronization is assumed at the receiver. The
decode-and-forward scheme [1] is used in CRBAR and thus
the relay has to decode the data successfully before forwarding
it.
B. RTS/CTS Channel Probing
The basic rate RTS/CTS handshaking is initiated at the
beginning of each transmission. The sender 푆 stores the
payload length 퐿 into the RTS. By sensing the signal strength
of the RTS, the receiver 퐷 infers the achievable data rate 푟푑푖푟
from the sender 푆 as in [4]. Due to the broadcast nature of the
wireless medium, some neighboring nodes of the sender 푆 can
overhear the RTS and determine the achievable transmission
rate 푟1 between the sender and themselves based on the
estimated SNR. Then they will check their network allocation
vectors (NAVs) to determine if their surrounding channels
have been reserved by other ongoing transmissions. If not, they
will record the source address of the RTS and try to decode the
following CTS and estimate the SNR between the receiver and
themselves by sensing the signal strength of the CTS. Note
that we assume a symmetric channel here. The receiver 퐷 will
incorporate the estimated data rate 푟푑푖푟 and the payload length
퐿 in the CTS. A potential relay can also know the channel
condition between the sender and the receiver by decoding
the CTS. Therefore, the achievable data rate 푟2 between the
potential relay and the receiver can be determined based on
the virtual SIMO reception model.
C. Relay Self-Rating and Backoff Procedure
The potential relay nodes have obtained all the channel
measurements and the payload length 퐿 to determine which
transmission scheme and which transmission rates will be
adopted based on the total transmission duration. There are
three schemes that can be used in CRBAR: direct transmission
(DT), simple relaying (SR) and cooperative relaying (CR) with
frame combining. Their transmission durations are calculated
as follows:⎧⎨
⎩
퐷퐷푇 = 푇푃퐿퐶푃 + 푇푀퐴퐶_퐻퐷푅 + 퐿/푟푑푖푟,
퐷푆푅 = 2(푇푃퐿퐶푃 + 푇푀퐴퐶_퐻퐷푅)
+퐿/푟1 + 퐿/푟2, (푟1 ∕= 푟2)
퐷퐶푅 = 2(푇푃퐿퐶푃 + 푇푀퐴퐶_퐻퐷푅) + 2퐿/푟1, (푟1 = 푟2)
(2)
푇푃퐿퐶푃 and 푇푀퐴퐶_퐻퐷푅 are the transmission durations for the
PLCP header and MAC header, respectively. If the channel
between the sender and the receiver is good enough and two-
hop relaying cannot help more, all the potential relays will
decide to keep silence and the protocol will be reduced to
RBAR. If a potential relay Þnds that the total transmission
duration can be reduced via its help compared to the direct
transmission, it will decide which relay scheme to be used
based on the estimated channel conditions. If it Þnds that
a higher rate 푟2 (equal to 푟1) for the second hop can be
supported with frame combining, i.e. 퐷푆푅 > 퐷퐶푅, it will
decide to employ cooperative relaying. Otherwise, simple
relaying will be adopted. Note that in cooperative relaying,
two copies of the data have to be transmitted using the same
modulation technology and thus the same rate due to the
requirements of the combining algorithm. A node will select
itself as a relay candidate only if all the following conditions
are satisÞed:
1) It decodes both the RTS and the CTS successfully;
2) Its NAV indicates its surrounding channel has not been
reserved by other ongoing transmissions;
3) Its help can deliver the data faster than the direct
transmission.
Note that other selection criteria can be easily considered such
as remaining energy, congestion level or just its own willing-
ness. Since several nodes may wish to be the helper for current
transmission, an efÞcient collision avoidance mechanism is
needed to help choose the most appropriate node. Here we
adopt a p-persistent backoff procedure due to its effectiveness.
Each relay candidate푅푖 calculates a relay probability 푃푖 based
Authorized licensed use limited to: Newcastle University. Downloaded on March 11,2010 at 07:26:02 EST from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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on the estimated two-way channel conditions. At the end of
each backoff slot, 푅푖 will send a ready-to-relay (RTR) frame
with the probability 푃푖:{
푃푖 = 0, 퐷퐷푇 ≤ min(퐷푆푅, 퐷퐶푅) + 푇푎푑_표ℎ
푃푖 =
훿
1/푟1+1/푟2
, otherwise
(3)
where 훿 is a user-deÞned relay backoff constant and 푇푎푑_표ℎ =
푁푟푏 × 휎 + 푇푅푇푅 denotes the additional overhead taking the
relay backoff duration into account. 푁푟푏 is the number of the
relay backoff slots, 휎 is the duration of a backoff slot and
푇푅푇푅 is the transmission duration of the RTR frame. The
relay candidates will withdraw their willingness anytime once
it senses the medium is busy which means that either the
sender has transmitted the data or the other relay candidate
has transmitted the RTR. Since carrier sensing range is much
larger than transmission range in the current wireless card
setting, the hidden relay problem can be avoided. It will be
shown that the relay backoff success ratio can be considerably
high if an appropriate relay backoff counter 푁푟푏 and 훿 are
chosen. If an RTR is successfully received by the sender, a
two-hop transmission will be initiated after a short interframe
space (SIFS). The sender will send the data at rate 푟1 and
after decoding this frame correctly, the conÞrmed relay node
will forward the data at rate 푟2 after a SIFS as shown in
Fig.1(a). On successfully decoding the data, the receiver 퐷
will send an ACK frame directly to the sender 푆. In case that
relay candidates collide or the relay backoff counter reduces
to zero, no retransmission attempt is allowed and the sender
will transmit the data at rate 푟푑푖푟 after a SIFS as shown in
Fig.1(b).
To avoid unnecessary waiting when appropriate relays are
absent, a sender maintains a counter for each receiver to record
the consecutive number of times no relay responds during the
relay backoff. If this number reaches 퐶푛푟, the sender will enter
into RBAR mode and transmit data at a rate 푟푑푖푟 immediately
a SIFS later after receiving the CTS. After a relay search
reactivation period 푇푝, the sender will employ CRBAR again
to look for new relay help.
D. Frame Format
To promptly deploy CRBAR-enabled stations and consider
backward compatibility with the popular 802.11 protocol, we
make minimal modiÞcations to the standard 802.11 frames.
The new frame formats are shown in Fig.2. Similar to [4],
the 16 bit duration Þeld in the original CTS frame has been
replaced by a 4 bit rate subÞeld and a 12 bit length subÞeld
which is not shown here due to limited space. The difference
is that only a length subÞeld is needed in the new RTS frame
since an initially assumed data rate for tentative channel reser-
vation is not needed. The rates of both hops are included in
the RTR frame. A special subheader, called identity subheader
(ISH), is introduced in the MAC header of the data frame,
which consists of several Þelds in the original 802.11 MAC
header plus an individual cyclic redundancy check (CRC) to
protect and verify its correctness. This subheader is transmitted
at the basic rate and has two functions: one is similar to
the reservation subheader in [4] which is used to reserve the
channel for the data transmission and another is to identify its
TABLE I
THE DURATION RESERVED BY DIFFERENT FRAMES
Frame Duration
RTS 푇퐶푇푆 +푁푟푏 × 휎 + 푇푅푇푅 + 3× 푇푆퐼퐹푆
CTS (relay unexpected) 푇 (퐿, 푟푑푖푟) + 푇퐴퐶퐾 + 2× 푇푆퐼퐹푆
CTS (relay expected) 푇 (퐿, 푟푑푖푟) + 푇퐴퐶퐾 +푁푟푏 × 휎 + 푇푅푇푅
+3× 푇푆퐼퐹푆
RTR 푇 (퐿, 푟1) + 푇 (퐿, 푟2) + 2× 푇푆퐼퐹푆
DATA푑푖푟 푇퐴퐶퐾 + 푇푆퐼퐹푆
DATA1 (Þrst hop) 푇 (퐿, 푟2) + 푇퐴퐶퐾 + 2× 푇푆퐼퐹푆
DATA2 (second hop) 푇퐴퐶퐾 + 푇푆퐼퐹푆
ACK 0
sender and receiver and notify the receiver that this is one copy
for combining, though its body content cannot be decoded at
this moment. If a relay is employed, the address 4 Þeld in the
original 802.11 is used to indicate the relay address, which is
not used in the original 802.11 ad hoc mode.
E. Channel Reservation and Cancellation
The hidden node and exposed node problem have a signif-
icant negative effect to the performance of wireless networks.
An effective virtual carrier sensing mechanism is essential to
deal with these problems. The duration reserved by different
frames are listed in Table I. 푇 (퐿, 푟) denotes the transmisison
duration of the data frame with payload length 퐿 at rate 푟.
푇 with a subscript of frame name (interframe space name,
e.g. SIFS) denotes the duration of this frame transmission
(interframe space). In CRBAR, the sender Þrst makes the
channel reservation for the control frame handshaking only
with the RTS. This value accounts for the possible maximum
duration from the end of the RTS to the beginning of the data
transmission. Since a sender cannot know if and when a relay
will be employed at the moment of the RTS transmission, it
has to reserve the channel taking the possible maximum relay
backoff duration 푁푟푏×휎+푇푅푇푅 into account. The following
data frame will update this value using the duration Þeld in
its identity subheader. Similarly, a receiver knows if a relay
is needed but does not know if there exists a relay. If the
channel between the sender and the receiver is good enough
and two-hop relaying cannot help more, the receiver will
reserve the channel for the exact one-hop data transmission
duration. Otherwise, a relay node is expected and the receiver
will make a conservative reservation using the CTS. This has
to indicate the worst case when RTR frames collide at the last
relay backoff slot and the sender has to transmit data directly
to the receiver.
The actual data transmission often takes less time if a
relay is employed. Since the transmission attempts of other
nodes will be deferred until their NAVs expire, this conserva-
tive reservation signiÞcantly constrains the channel utilization
ratio. Here we propose a channel reservation cancellation
mechanism in CRBAR. After the actual data transmission
is completed, the receiver will use the ACK to cancel the
unnecessary channel reservation and notify its neighboring
nodes that the channel is now free. According to the 802.11
standard, the current NAV can only be updated by a larger
value. To comply with this standard, each node maintains a list
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Fig. 1. Frame transmission sequence in CRBAR.
Frame 
Control
Duration
Dest 
Address
Source 
Address
HCS
BSS
ID
Sequence 
Control
Relay 
Addr
Frame  Body FCS
2 2 6 6 4 6 2 6 0-2312 4Octets:
Identity Subheader
MAC Header
Frame 
Control
Reserved 
& Length
Dest 
Address
Source 
Address
FCS
2 2 6 6 4Octets:
Frame 
Control
Rate1 & Rate 
2 & Length
Dest 
Address
Source 
Address
FCS
2 2½ 6 6 4Octets:
RTS Frame RTR Frame
Data Frame
Fig. 2. MAC frame formats in CRBAR.
of temporary NAVs (TNAVs) for each received CTS instead of
actually updating the NAV, indexed according to the receiver
address of each CTS frame. Each time that a node overhears
a new CTS frame, it will construct an index in this list. After
the corresponding ACK is received, this index will be removed
from the list. A node has to defer its transmission until both
the NAV and all the TNAVs expire.
IV. ANALYTICAL MODEL
In this section, we analyze the throughput of four schemes
on a time-varying fading channel, which are RBAR, rDCF,
CRBAR with simple relaying only (CRBAR-SR) and CRBAR
with cooperative relaying (CRBAR-CR). For simplicity, we
consider an 802.11b network with three rates available: 1, 5.5
and 11 Mbps in which the basic rate 1 Mbps is used for
control frames, PLCP header and MAC subheader. To make
the analysis tractable, we consider a scenario with푁 ßows and
푀 potential relay nodes. Each sender is geographically located
close to other senders and so is each receiver. The distance
between each sender-receiver pair is 퐷. All the potential relay
nodes are located in the middle of each ßow. For simplicity,
we assume that a sender or receiver is not involved in relaying
for another sender or receiver although this may be possible in
realistic scenarios. The basic rate is assumed to be supported
all the time between each sender-receiver pair.
Considering the Rayleigh fading channel, the received SNR
훾 at distance 푑 has the following distribution:
푃 (훾(푑) ≤ 휃) = 1− 푒−휃/휃푚(푑), (4)
where 휃푚(푑) is the expectation of the received SNR at
distance 푑. Let 휃5.5 and 휃11 denote the minimum required SNR
threshold to support 5.5 and 11 Mbps data rates, respectively.
Let 푅푥 denote 푥 Mbps data rate. The probability that rate 푅푥
is achievable is calculated as follows:
푃 (푟 = 푅1) = 푃 (훾(푑) < 휃5.5),
푃 (푟 = 푅5.5) = 푃 (휃5.5 ≤ 훾(푑) < 휃11),
푃 (푟 = 푅11) = 푃 (훾(푑) ≥ 휃11).
(5)
The channel condition is assumed to be stable within one data
transmission duration.
We analyze the saturation throughput based on Bianchi’s
model [16] for the 802.11 DCF by assuming that there is at
least one frame awaiting transmission at each sender. From the
perspective of the wireless medium observed by a sender, it is
time slotted by three states: idle for a backoff slot, busy due
to either a successful transmission or a collision. Let 휏 denote
the transmission probability of each sender in an expected slot
[16]:
휏 =
2(1− 2푝)
(1− 2푝)(퐶푊푚푖푛 + 1) + 푝퐶푊푚푖푛(1 − (2푝)푚)
, (6)
where 퐶푊푚푖푛 is the minimum contention window, 푚 is
the maximum backoff stage and 푝 is the frame collision
probability given by:
푝 = 1− (1− 휏)푁−1. (7)
By solving the set of nonlinear equations (6) and (7), we can
obtain 휏 and 푝. Let 푃푡푟 be the probability that there is at least
one transmission in the considered slot time:
푃푡푟 = 1− (1− 휏)
푁 . (8)
Let 푃푠 be the probability that a successful transmission occurs
on the condition that at least one station transmits:
푃푠 =
푁휏(1 − 휏)푁−1
푃푡푟
. (9)
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The saturated throughput can be expressed as:
푆 =
푃푠푃푡푟퐿
(1 − 푃푡푟)휎 + 푃푠푃푡푟푇푠 + 푃푡푟(1− 푃푠)푇푐
, (10)
where 퐿 is the payload length, 휎 is the duration of an idle slot,
푇푠 is the average duration of a successful transmission and 푇푐
is the average duration of a collision. 푇푐 = 푇푅푇푆 + 푇퐷퐼퐹푆
is Þxed for RBAR and CRBAR. For rDCF, 푇푐 = 푇푅푅푇푆1 +
푇퐷퐼퐹푆 is only slightly different. Thus the performance of each
scheme is mainly determined by 푇푠.
For RBAR, 푇푠 is given by:
푇푅퐵퐴푅푠 = 푇
푅퐵퐴푅
표ℎ + 푃 (푟푑푖푟 = 푅1)푇 (퐿,푅1)
+ 푃 (푟푑푖푟 = 푅5.5)푇 (퐿,푅5.5)
+ 푃 (푟푑푖푟 = 푅11)푇 (퐿,푅11),
(11)
where 푃 (푟푑푖푟 = 푅푥) (푥=1, 5.5 and 11 respectively) is
calculated based on (5), the control overhead is given by:
푇푅퐵퐴푅표ℎ = 푇퐷퐼퐹푆 + 푇푅푇푆 + 푇퐶푇푆 + 푇퐴퐶퐾 + 3푇푆퐼퐹푆,
(12)
and the transmission duration of the date frame using direct
rate 푅푥 is given by:
푇 (퐿,푅푥) = 푇푃퐿퐶푃 +퐻푅푆퐻/푅1
+ (퐻푀퐴퐶 −퐻푅푆퐻 + 퐿)/푅푥,
(13)
where 퐻푅푆퐻 and 퐻푀퐴퐶 denote the lengths of the reservation
subheader and the MAC header respectively.
When the direct channel condition is poor (푟푑푖푟 = 푅1), the
probability that a potential relay node can help is given by:
푃푟 = 푃 (푟1 = 푅5.5, 푟2 = 푅5.5) + 푃 (푟1 = 푅5.5, 푟2 = 푅11)
+ 푃 (푟1 = 푅11, 푟2 = 푅5.5) + 푃 (푟1 = 푅11, 푟2 = 푅11).
(14)
Without considering frame combining, the probability that the
rate combination of 푅푥 and 푅푦 (푥 = 5.5, 11 and 푦 = 5.5, 11)
will be adopted is given by:
푃 (푟1 = 푅푥, 푟2 = 푅푦) = 푃 (푟푠푟 = 푅푥)푃 (푟푟푑 = 푅푦). (15)
푃 (푟푠푟 = 푅푥) and 푃 (푟푟푑 = 푅푦) are calculated based on (5).
For rDCF, it chooses the relay based on the average channel
condition and it is assumed that it will always pick up a relay
before transmission. However, the picked relay may not be
competent due to the time-varying fading channel. The relay
response successful probability is given by:
푃 푟퐷퐶퐹푟푠 = 푃푟. (16)
The cooperation ratio deÞned as the probability that a relay
responds successfully when the direct channel condition is
poor is given by:
푃 푟퐷퐶퐹푐 = 푃 (푟푑푖푟 = 푅1)푃
푟퐷퐶퐹
푟푠 . (17)
Thus:
푇 푟퐷퐶퐹푠 = 푇
푟퐷퐶퐹
표ℎ + 푃 (푟푑푖푟 = 푅5.5)푇 (퐿,푅5.5)
+ 푃 (푟푑푖푟 = 푅11)푇 (퐿,푅11)
+ 푃 (푟푑푖푟 = 푅1)
(
(1 − 푃 푟퐷퐶퐹푟푠 )푇 (퐿,푅1)
+ 푃 (푟1 = 푅5.5, 푟2 = 푅5.5)푇 (퐿,푅5.5,5.5)
+ 푃 (푟1 = 푅5.5, 푟2 = 푅11)푇 (퐿,푅5.5,11)
+ 푃 (푟1 = 푅11, 푟2 = 푅5.5)푇 (퐿,푅11,5.5)
+ 푃 (푟1 = 푅11, 푟2 = 푅11)푇 (퐿,푅11,11)
)
,
(18)
where the control overhead:
푇 푟퐷퐶퐹표ℎ = 푇
푟퐷퐶퐹
푛푎푣_표ℎ + 푇퐷퐼퐹푆 + 푇푅푅푇푆1 + 푇푅푅푇푆2
+ 푇퐴퐶퐾 + 4푇푆퐼퐹푆 +
(
푃 (푟푑푖푟 = 푅5.5)
+ 푃 (푟푑푖푟 = 푅11)
+ 푃 (푟푑푖푟 = 푅1)(1 − 푃
푟퐷퐶퐹
푟푠 )
)
푇퐶푇푆
+ 푃 (푟푑푖푟 = 푅1)푃
푟퐷퐶퐹
푟푠 (푇푅퐶푇푆 + 푇푆퐼퐹푆).
(19)
According to the NAV durations shown in Table I [7], RRTS2
reserves the channel for the duration of 푇푅퐶푇푆 + 푇 (퐿, 푟1) +
3×푇푆퐼퐹푆 . However, this reservation is too conservative when
푟푑푖푟 > 푟1 since the data transmission can be completed before
the NAVs expire. Additional channel access delay 푇 푟퐷퐶퐹푛푎푣_표ℎ
may be incurred:
푇 푟퐷퐶퐹푛푎푣_표ℎ =
∑
(푥,푦)=(1,5.5),
(1,11),(5.5,11)
푃 (푟1 = 푅푥)푃 (푟푑푖푟 = 푅푦)
(
푇푅퐶푇푆
+ 푇 (퐿,푅푥)− 푇퐶푇푆 − 푇 (퐿,푅푦)− 푇퐴퐶퐾
)
.
(20)
The transmission duration of the date frame using two-hop
rates 푅푥 and 푅푦 (푥 = 5.5, 11 and 푦 = 5.5, 11) is given by:
푇 (퐿,푅푥,푦) = 2푇푃퐿퐶푃 + 2퐻푅푆퐻/푅1
+ (퐻푀퐴퐶 −퐻푅푆퐻 + 퐿)/푅푥
+ (퐻푀퐴퐶 −퐻푅푆퐻 + 퐿)/푅푦.
(21)
For CRBAR-SR and CRBAR-CR, let 푁푟푏 denote the num-
ber of the relay backoff slots and 훿 denote the relay probability
constant in (3). We Þrst consider the simple relaying scheme
only. The response probability for a potential relay node at
the end of a backoff slot on the condition that it has entered
the relay backoff procedure is given by:
푃푟푟 =
(
푃 (푟1 = 푅5.5, 푟2 = 푅5.5)훿/(2/푅5.5)
+ 푃 (푟1 = 푅5.5, 푟2 = 푅11)훿/(1/푅5.5 + 1/푅11)
+ 푃 (푟1 = 푅11, 푟2 = 푅5.5)훿/(1/푅11 + 1/푅5.5)
+ 푃 (푟1 = 푅11, 푟2 = 푅11)훿/(2/푅11)
)
/푃푟.
(22)
The relay response successful probability is given by:
푃퐶푅퐵퐴푅푟푠 =
푀∑
푘=1
퐶푘푀푃
푘
푟 (1− 푃푟)
푀−푘푘푃푟푟(1 − 푃푟푟)
푘−1
⋅
(
1 + (1− 푃푟푟)
푘 + (1− 푃푟푟)
2푘
+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅+ (1− 푃푟푟)
(푁푟푏−1)푘
)
=
푀∑
푘=1
퐶푘푀푃
푘
푟 (1− 푃푟)
푀−푘푘푃푟푟(1 − 푃푟푟)
푘−1
⋅
1− (1− 푃푟푟)
푁푟푏푘
1− (1− 푃푟푟)푘
,
(23)
where 퐶푘푀 denotes the number of 푘-combinations from a
set with 푀 elements and 푃푟 has been given in (14). The
cooperation ratio is given by:
푃퐶푅퐵퐴푅푐 = 푃 (푟푑푖푟 = 푅1)푃
퐶푅퐵퐴푅
푟푠 . (24)
The no relay response probability is given by:
푃퐶푅퐵퐴푅푛푟 = (1−푃푟)
푀+
푀∑
푘=1
퐶푘푀푃
푘
푟 (1−푃푟)
푀−푘(1−푃푟푟)
푁푟푏푘.
(25)
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Thus:
푇퐶푅퐵퐴푅푠 = 푇
퐶푅퐵퐴푅
표ℎ + 푃 (푟푑푖푟 = 푅5.5)푇 (퐿,푅5.5)
+ 푃 (푟푑푖푟 = 푅11)푇 (퐿,푅11) + 푃 (푟푑푖푟 = 푅1)
⋅
(
(1− 푃퐶푅퐵퐴푅푟푠 )푇 (퐿,푅1) + 푃
퐶푅퐵퐴푅
푟푠 /푃푟
⋅
(
푃 (푟1 = 푅5.5, 푟2 = 푅5.5)푇 (퐿,푅5.5,5.5)
+ 푃 (푟1 = 푅5.5, 푟2 = 푅11)푇 (퐿,푅5.5,11)
+ 푃 (푟1 = 푅11, 푟2 = 푅5.5)푇 (퐿,푅11,5.5)
+ 푃 (푟1 = 푅11, 푟2 = 푅11)푇 (퐿/푅11,11)
))
,
(26)
where the control overhead:
푇퐶푅퐵퐴푅표ℎ = 푇퐷퐼퐹푆 + 푇푅푇푆 + 푇퐶푇푆 + 푇퐴퐶퐾 + 3푇푆퐼퐹푆
+ 푃 (푟푑푖푟 = 푅1)
(
푃퐶푅퐵퐴푅푛푟 (푇푆퐼퐹푆 +푁푟푏휎)
+ (1− 푃퐶푅퐵퐴푅푛푟 )(푇푆퐼퐹푆 + 푇푅푇푅) + 푇
퐶푅퐵퐴푅
푟푏
+ 푃퐶푅퐵퐴푅푟푠 푇푆퐼퐹푆
)
,
(27)
where
푇퐶푅퐵퐴푅푟푏
=
푀∑
푘=1
퐶푘푀푃
푘
푟 (1 − 푃푟)
푀−푘
(
1− (1 − 푃푟푟)
푘
)(
휎
+ 2휎(1− 푃푟푟)
푘 + 3휎(1− 푃푟푟)
2푘
+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅+푁푟푏휎(1− 푃푟푟)
(푁푟푏−1)푘
)
=
푀∑
푘=1
퐶푘푀푃
푘
푟 (1 − 푃푟)
푀−푘휎
⋅
1− (푁푟푏 + 1)(1− 푃푟푟)
푁푟푏푘 +푁푟푏(1− 푃푟푟)
(푁푟푏+1)푘
1− (1 − 푃푟푟)푘
(28)
is the average relay backoff duration before at least one relay
candidate responds.
Let 훾푠푑, 훾푠푟, and 훾푟푑 denote the SNR level between the
sender and the receiver, between the sender and the relay, and
between the relay and the receiver, respectively. When the
cooperative relaying scheme is supported, the above formulae
are still valid while the probability that the rate combination
of 푟1 and 푟2 will be adopted is recalculated as follows:
푃 ′(푟1 = 푅5.5, 푟2 = 푅5.5)
= 푃 (휃5.5 ≤ 훾푠푟 < 휃11)푃 (훾푟푑 < 휃11)푃 (훾푟푑 + 훾푠푑 ≥ 휃5.5/휃푔),
푃 ′(푟1 = 푅5.5, 푟2 = 푅11)
= 푃 (휃5.5 ≤ 훾푠푟 < 휃11)푃 (훾푟푑 ≥ 휃11),
푃 ′(푟1 = 푅11, 푟2 = 푅5.5)
= 푃 (훾푠푟 ≥ 휃11)푃 (훾푟푑 ≥ 휃5.5)푃 (훾푟푑 + 훾푠푑 < 휃11/휃푔),
푃 ′(푟1 = 푅11, 푟2 = 푅11)
= 푃 (훾푠푟 ≥ 휃11)푃 (훾푟푑 + 훾푠푑 ≥ 휃11/휃푔),
(29)
where the diversity gain 퐷푔푎푖푛 = 10 log 휃푔dB and the proba-
bility distribution of 훾푟푑 + 훾푠푑 is given based on (4):
푃 (훾푟푑 + 훾푠푑 ≤ 휃)
= 1−
휃푚(푑푟푑)푒
−휃/휃푚(푑푟푑) − 휃푚(푑푠푑)푒
−휃/휃푚(푑푠푑)
휃푚(푑푟푑)− 휃푚(푑푠푑)
,
(30)
TABLE II
THE CRBAR PROTOCOL PARAMETERS
Relay backoff slot number (푁푟푏) 16
Relay probability constant (훿) 0.015 /Mbps
No relay response counter (퐶푛푟) 5
Relay search reactivation period (푇푝) 1 sec
where 푑푟푑 and 푑푠푑 is the distance between the relay and the
receiver and the distance between the sender and the receiver
respectively (푑푠푑 = 퐷 and 푑푟푑 = 퐷/2 in this paper).
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we validate our analysis and evaluate the
performance of CRBAR under a realistic channel model
and mobility model using OPNET simulator 11.5 [17]. The
CRBAR protocol parameters used in performance evaluation
are listed in Table II. The setting of the CRBAR parameters
may affect the performance of CRBAR just as the contention
window size of the 802.11 can affect its performance. An
adaptive parameter optimization can maximize the beneÞt of
cooperation but is beyond the scope of this paper. Furthermore,
the effect of the parameter sensitivity is limited. It will be
shown in the following that CRBAR always outperforms
rDCF and RBAR with the given parameter setting in various
considered scenarios except when only one potential relay
exists. In fact, the spatial diversity among potential relays
cannot be exploited with no choice of the relay. For simplicity,
the diversity gain 퐷푔푎푖푛 is assumed to be 5 dB for all the
modulation schemes. For rDCF, the willing list advertisement
period is set to be 1.0 second as in [7]. The transmission power
is set to be 0 dBm and the noise Þgure is set to be 10. An
802.11b network is considered with three rates available: 1,
5.5 and 11 Mbps. The default values in OPNET are used for
the 802.11b-related parameters. The frame arrival rate at each
sender is high enough to saturate the network with a payload
size 1000 bytes.
A. Model Validation
Considering a network scenario described in Section IV, the
numerical results of the throughput and cooperation ratio as
the function of the number of potential relays 푀 are shown
in Fig.3 and Fig.4, respectively. The average number of actual
relay candidates can be calculated by 푀 × 푃푟, where 푃푟
has been given in (14). The distance between each sender-
receiver pair is set to be 250 m. The number of ßows is
set to be 5. As shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4, the results from
analytical models and simulations match very well for all
the four schemes. All the three relaying schemes outperform
the direct rate adaptation scheme RBAR. The transmissions
via two high-rate hops can deliver faster when the direct
channel condition can only support low-rate transmissions
on average. Furthermore, both CRBAR schemes signiÞcantly
increase the throughput compared to rDCF with an increasing
number of potential relays since they can exploit the spatial
diversity of the potential relays. rDCF proactively selects a
relay before a transmission that may not be competent in
relaying due to the time-varying fading channel. It is shown
that the cooperation ratio of rDCF is only 35% and cannot
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Fig. 3. Throughput as a function of the number of potential relays.
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Fig. 4. Cooperation ratio as a function of the number of potential relays.
beneÞt from more potential relays as they are collocated in
our scenario setting. For the two CRBAR schemes, CRBAR-
CR outperforms CRBAR-SR when few potential relays exist.
Though the signal from a sender may not be good enough
to support a high data rate, its strength is nontrivial since
at least the basic rate can be supported. In CRBAR-CR,
the frames from a sender and a relay can be combined at
a receiver such that a higher data rate between the relay
and the receiver may be possible due to diversity gain. This
equivalently provides more options for the relay selection
leading to a higher cooperation ratio compared to CRBAR-
SR. The difference of the cooperation ratios between CRBAR-
CR and CRBAR-SR approximately indicate the probability
that a successful frame combination has been achieved. As
the number of potential relays increases, both schemes with
plenty of relay options achieve similar performance and the
performance of CRBAR-CR may be slightly worse than
CRBAR-SR due to the increased relay backoff collision. When
many relay candidates exist, the protocol parameter 훿 can be
reduced to lower the response probability of each candidate
thus alleviating the contention among them. It is worthwhile to
mention that adaptive parameter optimization may maximize
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Fig. 5. Throughput gain as a function of direct distance.
the performance gain although this is beyond the scope of this
paper.
We also investigate the performance as the function of the
direct distance 퐷 between sender-receiver pairs while both
the number of ßows and the number of potential relays are
set to be 5. As shown in Fig.5, the throughput gains of rDCF
and CRBAR-SR compared to RBAR increase at Þrst and then
decrease with increasing direct distance. The initial increasing
phase implies that the advantage of relaying may be reßected
only when the direct channel condition is not good. The
decreasing phase afterwards implies that the distance from
the sender or receiver to the potential relays also increases
resulting in less cooperation opportunities and relaying more
likely at low two-hop rate combinations (e.g. 푟1=5.5 Mbps
and 푟2=5.5 Mbps). With the help of frame combining, the
throughput gain of CRBAR-CR continuously increases due to
a high cooperation ratio and high probability adopting high
two-hop rate combinations.
B. Simulation Experiments
In this section, the performance of the CRBAR protocol is
evaluated and compared with RBAR and rDCF on a realistic
channel model and mobility model. The Ricean fading model
[18] is used to model the time-correlated multipath fading.
The random waypoint model [19] is used to model the node
mobility. A more realistic frame reception model is used in
OPNET [17], in which a node calculates frame error rate
(FER) to determine if a control frame or a data frame is
successfully received based on the BER-SNR curves.
We Þrst consider a simple single-ßow scenario, where 10
mobile nodes are continuously moving within a 250m×250m
area with a speed uniformly distributed in [0, 푣 m/s] that
may act as potential relays and the sender and receiver are
set at the opposite edges of this area. As there are plenty of
existing potential relays , both CRBAR-CR and CRBAR-SR
will achieve similar performance. In the following, we do not
consider the frame combining function. We Þrst Þx 푣=1 m/s
and investigate the impact of the Ricean factor 퐾 . This value
indicates the relative strength of the line-of-sight and scattered
components of the received signal. For 퐾=0, the channel
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has no line-of-sight component yielding a Rayleigh channel.
With increasing 퐾 , the channel quality will be enhanced.
As shown in Fig.6, CRBAR signiÞcantly outperforms rDCF
and RBAR for all values of 퐾 . As the factor 퐾 increases,
both relaying schemes exploit the enhanced channel condition
between the sender and relay as well as between the relay
and receiver, while the performance improvement of RBAR is
upper-bounded since it can improve the reception of a data
frame at the basic rate but is far away to adopt a higher
rate. For rDCF, the cooperation ratio is nearly zero when
the system-wide channel condition is poor as the proactively
selected relay could easily be with a bad channel.
We then Þx the Ricean factor 퐾=5 and investigate the
impact of mobility. Note that mobility affects not only the
location of nodes but also the channel coherence time. For
a typical WLAN environment with nodes moving at walk-
ing speeds (e.g. 푣=1 m/s), channel variations occur slowly.
Compared to RBAR, CRBAR and rDCF can increase the
throughput by 56% and 26% respectively as shown in Fig.7.
However, as the speed increases, channel variations occur
much more rapidly degrading the predictability of the channel.
All the schemes encounter a decline in performance with
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increasing speeds. Compared to RBAR, the performances
of CRBAR and rDCF degrade more quickly since both the
channel condition between the sender and relay and between
the relay and receiver need to be estimated in relaying schemes
resulting in a higher estimation error.
Finally, we consider a multiple-ßow scenario, where 10
mobile nodes are continuously moving within a 250m×250m
area with a speed uniformly distributed in [0, 1 m/s] and 5
ßows are created between nodes. Fig.8 shows the aggregate
throughput of all the ßows as a function of payload length.
As the payload length increases, the performances of all the
schemes are improved since the percentage of the channel time
occupied by the control overhead is reduced. Furthermore,
the throughput gain of CRBAR is increased with increasing
payload length as the extra overhead in two-hop relaying is
overcome by the reduced data transmission time. Note that
the cooperation gain in this scenario is not as large as in the
previous cases. The reason is that the nodes tend to crowd at
the centre of the simulation area under the random waypoint
model as shown in [20] and thus the direct channel conditions
between sender-receiver pairs are enhanced on average.
The performance gain of CRBAR can be also presented
in terms of the MAC delay, which is deÞned as the duration
from the time a frame arrives at the head of the transmission
queue to the time it is successfully transmitted or dropped
by the MAC. Fig.9 shows the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the MAC delay with a payload length of 1000 bytes.
It is shown that the MAC delay of CRBAR is signiÞcantly
reduced compared to rDCF and RBAR due to the fast two-
hop relaying.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel cooperative relay-
based auto rate MAC protocol (CRBAR) for multirate wire-
less networks, in which low-rate stations can be adaptively
assisted by high-rate relay stations. A reactive relay selection
scheme is developed to adapt to dynamical channel variation
and network topology. Frame combining can be adaptively
employed at a receiver to combine the copies of the same
signal from a sender and a relay such that a higher data
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rate between the relay and the receiver may be possible
due to diversity gain. We have developed analytical models
of CRBAR, rDCF and RBAR for a simple scenario and
carried out further simulations on a realistic fading channel
and mobility model. Both analytical and simulation results
show that CRBAR signiÞcantly outperforms the table-based
proactive relay selection scheme rDCF and the direct rate
adaptation scheme RBAR in a mobile environment, where
rDCF does not function well since the table entries cannot
reßect the environmental variations in a real-time manner.
Furthermore, the cooperative relaying scheme with frame
combining increases the cooperation ratio and outperforms the
simple relaying scheme when few potential relays exist and
thus relax the requirement for partners. For future work, we
will investigate adaptive parameter optimization of CRBAR to
adapt to various scenarios. It is also essential to consider other
relay selection criteria such as remaining energy.
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